WG4 agenda and invitations

1) “ProtoDUNE and DUNE far detector”
   —> Flavio Cavanna
   (flavio.cavanna@yale.edu)
   No reply

2) Status of SBND
   —> Dave Schmidt
   (dwschmitz@uchicago.edu), Ornella
   No reply

3) Status of the ICARUS experiment
   —> Carlo Rubbia
   (carlo.rubbia@cern.ch), Bob Wilson
   (Bob.Wilson@ColoState.EDU), Sandro Centro
   (sandro.centro@pd.infn.it)
   No reply
4) “T2K ND280 upgrade”
   —> Marco Zito (marco.zito@cea.fr),
   Yokoyama-san (masashi@phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp)
   Looking for speaker

5) Hyper-Kamiokande: status of the detector and R&D on PMTs
   —> Francesca di Lodovico
      (f.di.lodovico@qmul.ac.uk), Shiozawa-san
      (masato@suketto.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp)
   Looking for speaker

6) Solid experiment and other reactor experiments
   —> send an official mail to Albert. Ask for seniors to review also other reactor experiments.
   Albert giving also this talk?
   ACCEPTED (speaker: Albert de
7) Status of the JUNO detector
   —> spokesperson Yifang Wang (yfwang@ihep.ac.cn), Gioacchino Ranucci (gioacchino.ranucci@mi.infn.it), Jun Cao (caoj@ihep.ac.cn)
   ACCEPTED (speaker: Cong Guo, guocong@ihep.ac.cn)

8) COHERENT
   —> spokesperson yefremen@utk.edu

9) “Status of IceCube upgrade program and Km3NeT”
   —> D. Grant (spoke IceCube) darren.grant@icecube.wisc.edu
   Looking for speaker
10) “Status of the SHIP experiment”
—> spokesperson
Andrey declined (busy).
Asked to forward the request to the SHIP collaboration. No reply yet?

11) FASER + Mathusla:
ACCEPTED (speaker: Albert de Roeck)

12) “Neutrino-less Double-Beta decay experiments with cryogenics and solid state detectors”
—> Oliviero Cremonesi (spokesperson Cuore)

13) Neutrino-less Double-Beta decay
experiments with scintillator technology (e.g. SNO+, KAMLAND Zen, SuperNemo, etc.)

—> Gabriel Orebi Gan (Berkeley, SNO+) (gabrielog@berkeley.edu)

Declined.

Passed invitation to SNO+ speaker committee

14) Status of the KATRIN experiment

—> spokesperson Guido Drexlin (Guido.Drexlin@kit.edu), Weinheimer Christian (weinheim@uni-muenster.de)

Sent a reminder (deadline 21st June)

Will send an email to Weihneimer with Alain in cc

15) LiquiO project

—> invite Anatael Cabrera Serra (anatael@in2p3.fr)
Looking for speaker

16) ARIADNE: alternative LAr readout with CCD
   --> invite Kostas
   ACCEPTED (speaker: Barney Philippou, PhD student of Kostas, sgbphili@student.liverpool.ac.uk)